
Professional IP65 LED Batten Installation Instructions
This product must be installed by a suitably licensed person in compliance with all the requirements of
relevant Standards and Regulations.

 Ensure relevant circuits are isolated before attempting installation.
 Identify mounting location and cable entry requirements.
 Use a hole saw to make a cable entry at one of the points indicated on the body.
 Locate the mounting brackets and fix at appropriate centres to suit the fixture and the chosen

cable entry.
 Bring the cables into the fixture and clip the body into the brackets.






Caring and cleaning
 Your Professional IP65 LED Batten needs no care other than an occasional wipe down

with a damp lint free cloth to remove dust.
 Do not use chemical cleaners as they can degrade plastic material and cause

premature failure.

IMPORTANT

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation
for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods
repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a
major failure.

Residential / Commercial use:
Light fixture – 5 years.
Driver (separate driver) - 5 years

Warranty

Under circumstances detailed in our full warranty statement and those specified in consumer law,

or a manufacturing defect within the following periods:

The complete Warranty Statement is displayed on our website (emlight.com.au/warranty).

warrants to repair or replace any light fixtures or drivers failing due to a faulty components
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DIMENSIONS (mm)

Be sure to take adequate steps to maintain the required IP Rating at the cable entry point.
Terminate the incoming cables into the terminal block on the gear tray as indicated. (see Image 1)
Refit the gear tray.
Refit the diffuser and engage the retaining clips.
Turn on the circuit and test for correct operation. 

Professional IP65 LED Battens
Voltage Colour Rendering Warranty

5 Year

Driver

220-240Vac ,PF0.9 CRI>80 Non Dimming Driver

DimensionsCatalogue No. Total Power CCT Luminous Flux Efficacy

MWB61C 6000K 1000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 1000Lm 100Lm/W

6000K 2000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 2000Lm 100Lm/W

6000K 2000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 2000Lm 100Lm/W

6000K 4000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 4000Lm 100Lm/W

6000K 3000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 3000Lm 100Lm/W

6000K 6000Lm 100Lm/W

4000K 6000Lm 100Lm/W

MWB61N

MWB62C

MWB62N

MWB121C

MWB121N

MWB122C

MWB122N

MWB151C

MWB151N

MWB152C

MWB152N

 Mounting bracket centres: 420mm (MWB61/62), 905mm (MWB121/122) and 905mm (MWB151/152)

600 mm

20 W

1200 mm

40 W

1500 mm

60 W

 
Bring the supply 
cable through the 
gearplate hole.

Connector to  the
terminal for power.
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MWB6 Series

MWB12 Series
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905MWB15 Series

10 W

20 W
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